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PREFACE 

This is the fourth and last in a series of reports resulting from 
a long-term project that aimed at clarifying some of the important theoretical, 
empirical,and practical dimensions of the use 'of new technologies for mediated' 
group interaction. Contrary to previous reports, analyses are presented here 
which quite strongly diverge frOm the prevalent paradigm of communication and: 
communication research. To our knowledge, it is not only one among the very few 
studies in communication in general that follows a processual system paradigm 
but quite clearly . (among) the very first to do so in the area'of teleconferen-
cing- research. 

Two important contributions have to be mentioned here. Both of them 
are in a manner of speaking invisible in this paper which,• however, could never 
have been produced without them. First, the transcription and coding of 18 groups 
of interactions producing approximately 9000 units each containing . nearly 50 
descriptions. This batch of data may well be among the largest data .banks not 
only'for the area of mediated but small grbup communication in'general. Second; • 

.the construction of a series of computer .programs capable of handling great 
numbers of data of impressive cbmplexity. At this writing, the core program is 
being extented so às to form an analytical "package" which allows different forms 
of sequential and processual analyses, tests,model construction, etc. 

The tone of this reports will astonish some readers. It is both program-
matic and fatalistic, highly personal and scientifically rigourous. The particu- 

• larity of the situation of the field of communications and more specifically the 
"state of the arts" in  teleconferencing and the personal involvement of the . 
authors for the paradigm.preposed here explains the style. 

Chapter I outlines some major reasons for the choice of the  paradigm. 
Chapter II explains some of the methodological problems involved in preparing 
the data for this . report, the main methodological repercussions of the paradigm 
used, and the major measurement techniques, 

Chapter III presents the results. The communication subsystem is first 
studied as a whole and then decomposed into two main components, the network 
characteristics and the activity characteristics. Each of these conceptual spaces. 
is analyzed in toto and then further decomposed'for'lower-level analyses. Finally, 
two additional examples for analyses - with s practicality in mind - are being 
presented.' 

Chapter IV discusses the main implications of the findings and of the 

use and usefulness of the paradigm. It also stresses those questions which our ana-

lyses indicate to be of major importance and - urgency if communication research ' 

(in teleconferencing) is to progress substantially. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

O 
Max Planck once said that  "théories sin  recognition not-So much 

by acceptance, as by the dying off of their opponents"..Science, the central 

social institution  to wich the clarification  of material "truth" is relegated, 

has its  on  politics and,economics. The situation becomes somewhat less 

straightforward  in  cases where it is not two "schoolà of thought" within 	- 

. science that are confronted but rather that contact is established with other . 

social institutions. Any probleMatic situation involving - technology  on the 

one hand and science on the other can be - resolved'in ànè of two ways: by un-

balanéed relationships, i.e. one(generally soience)is to rationalize the other, 

.,, 	• 
or by .equilibrated relationships, i.e. both domains contribute to praxiology by 

virtue of 4ntegrating their differences in perspective. Today, a great number 

of situations involving • science and technology still fall into  the  first category. 

. This is even more strikin&concerning the social sciences. It is in 

this very fact that one has to see the breeding ground for the three "ideal 

types" of social scientists, namely the affirmatist, the contestataire and the 

abstractionist. 

. The domain . of communication(s) hes,not been excluded from,this type 

of confrontation. It  bas, , both within its own boundaries and across boundaries, 

e.g. in .relation • ith technology, had to,come to grips with this problem. The 

particular situation of a science of Communication within the social fabric 

_ 	. 	a 
the connexity of which is due to so great a degree to technologies of communi- 

cation(s) has produced types of scientists which correspond well to  the three• 

categories above. 
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Only 6 or 7 years ago a new topic area came into focus  for the 

area  of communication research. Teleconferencing was a nearly finished 

product  of • the technologists. For multiple reasons, the social scientist 

was asked to contribute.  Certain disciplines,  for instance-economids,were 

an obvious choice. Others such as communication sciences, although the object of 

research was cloSe . , to the discipline, had-to have their role .spelled out 

-in greater detail.• Essentially, the behavioral sciences and among them com-

munication science were mobilized-so as to ascertain posssibilities and limits 

of the use of the new technologies.in  psychological, sociopsychological, group 

performance,  etc. terms: What, then,•was asked of the communication Scientist? 

In the-first place, what was badly needed was simple description of 

• people's behavior in situations which only the novel technology could create. - 

liowever,.desCription seemS to be'a .little in disfavor with social scientists. " 

Besides, given the amount of research that had already be done in areas compa-

rable along one dimension or another.(e.g. small groups, dyads, face to face, etc.) 

it was. only too Understandable . that the'immediate aim waS set somewhat higher, 

closer to explanation if not-even prediction. However, somewhere along this 

path a considerable epistemological error was committed. Research which phrased 

its conclusions  in the traditional forms of explanation or prediction was indeed ' 

doing-nothing else but rationalize or affirm  one or the other technologY.- 	- 

How did this come about? Having for all practical purposes abandoned 

description,.the focus of inquiry was..on_making statements of relationship, i.e. 

closely resembling explanation. What was constructed,then,was. a set of frameworks 

that represented cross-system hypotheses within particular_disciplinary bounda- 

. ries: Thus, psychological units or concepts "explained" humansbehavior in the 

new technological settings or, inversely, the new technology-was used as an cxpla-

nator for particular pSychological units. The same can be said of traditional 
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-notions of social psychology, sociology, etc.. A first although double weakness 

. of this . type of approach is clear: In the absence of a linking term, i.e. some 

• theoretical and/ or concrete entity which would relate .the two system levels 

under scrutiny,ne clear-cut understanding of•causality directions could be 

 
derived.

1) 
 Ultimately this•meant that not only•the quasi-explanations were often 

highly spurious (if not outright unwarranted) but unfortunately also that due to. 

the design, the operationalizations and the types of data analyses which had been 

employed in view of arriving at explanatory results data were often useless for 

description. It is for this reason that the problem of taxonomy •still preoccupied 

researchers in the field while models of causality were already attempted. 2)  

What is mere, the essential problem was rarely . adresse d as such within these 

frameworks. CoMmunication, although a word used by alleresearchers, mas rarely . 

explicitated let alone conceptualized and operationalized. In .short, the "missing 

. 	, 
link" which would permit to integrate systems levels and disciplinary perspec- 

tives was at best implicitely carried along. 

The result of this situation was-inevitable. The ameunt of data and of 

interpretive results generated by the social scientists within a very short pe-

riod  of  time-was unduly and hearly inversely related to their usefulness. 

Briefly, they barely addressed those questions which one would expect to be 

essential to the social  scientiste  Rather they focussed on questions .that were 

informed by disciplinary pelf-definitions or by preferences for specific techno-

logies.In the fine analysis then, social scientists seem to  have  once again 

put themselves into an ancillary position vis à vis other major institutions. 

No wonder then 'that - teleconferencing and the whole field of research and analysis 

of new communication technologies has itself bred the already Mentioned three 

"ideal types" of scientists. 

Let us be fair, however, and instead of rejecting  out  of hand  the  
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serious and interesting Work of scores of colleagnes, let us try_to  un

-derstand whiltye have done, how we could have done it in some other way, and, 

ultimately, what we could have or Should have produced. And again, in all 

fairness, let us be clear that many a batch of data that has been analyzed in 

One way can, could, and should maybe be re-analyzed. 

It is our contention that the fundamental problem lies in the defini-

tion  of the  area of communication  sciences and in their self-definition. As we 

have already hinted at, the essential topic of teleconferencing, its usefulness 

and its limits is one of "communication". Whether in addition, one uses concepts 

from psychology, sociology or any other discipline is • of  little importance and 

theoretically consistent (though maybe for certain - ancillary concepts practi-

cally of less relevance) as long as the central concept of comMunication is • - 

spelled out, operationalized, and - integrated:into:5 the model which serves  .:as the - 

organizing framework in both practical-and theoretical terms. A first possibility 

of organizing this type of reflexion would be to-categorize research projects • 

into two classes, the ones which treated communication as a dependent, and another 

Which treated communication as an independent variable in the classic behaviorist 

way of speaking. In other werds„into a class which centers around the question 

of "what does  the  technology do to communication?" and another that:asks "what 

does communication by means of new technologies do?" The flaw of this line of 

reasoning is quite obvious; it is - indeed twofold. First, it is clear that the 

second question. can be answered reasonably only once the'first is - cleared up;' - 

 and second, distinguishing between  communication as  a . dependent and ah indepen-

dent variable for all practical purposes annihilates its function as a linking 

terni  so as to understand the systemic characteristics of the phenomenon of inter-

action itself. Communication phenomena cannot-or only poorly be treated within. 

the framework of classic lJnear, recursive conceptualizations. 3)  In other Words, - 
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cemmunication behavior being always and necessarily a simultaheous non-

recursive psenomenon, we will have.to rèthink not - only our theoretical frame-

work', our coneeptualizations, but also our research .designs,-  our. analytic metho- . 

 dologies-and thus ultimately'our aims of research. 	. 

It is for this very reason that, as we shall further develop,descrip-

tion of the characteristics of the  communication phenomena'under study has to - 

take - precedence over explanation. 'Once stringent description of what happens 

and of how communication phenomena in particular'technologiCal settings func- • 

tion are set  • down one can proceed to attempt "because statements". These latter 

statements can take one of two forms: Either the Concept or variable which 

Itexplains" is a contextual or disturbance variable (i.e. neither exogenous nor 

endogenous) - in which case it does not . explain in the strict epistemological 

sense of the  term hut  rather it attenuates reshlts, 	or  -the 6-mplanatory -variable 

is of the eXogenous or endogenous type. In the latter case it can only assume ah 

explanatory function if both conceptually and methodologiCally simultaneous, 

circular, non-recursive frameworks of analysis are respected..In'the former case 

the simpler, linear and recurseive model,can be used. 

It is our contention'that to daté these highly important questions 

have been treated.  all too loosely and that it is for this very reason that re-

search in the area of teleconferencing, although in its own. Way valuable,  ri- 

gourous, and  serious, has produded a plethora of results which defy explicit 

modeling, integrated interpretation and unfortunately even stringent descriptive 

classification. 

ON ANAL? ZINC COMMUNICATION 	 • 

• 	It is not the object of this report to delve into a.discussion of re- 

search by our fellow scientists. May the foregoing statements of.epistemological 
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t.enor suffice to underline - that, as is our personal opinion, the relative - 

short-circuiting of social sciences research in the. field is most probably 

due to confusions of the types mentioned above.. In'practical-terms, if tech- ., 

nology and economics have once again occupied the - major functions for the - 

selection of strategies for practical implementation .  to the.virtual exclusion • 

of social sciences the reason.must well be imputed to these shortcomings in 

behavioral research. Yet, this is no reason fôr a swan song. Nor'is this  re-

port to be a swan song itself. Rather, we shall attempt to outline clearly • 

how behavioral research in the area of communication sciences  can be structUred 

so-as to produce results which are not only theoretically and methodologically 

sound but which will also permit a more active' participation of social sciences 

in the process of understanding.communication-phenomena and the repercussions - 

of the implementation  of  new technologies end will in this -way,give the social 

sciences a greater weight in .practical decision making. 

. 	We have to start our analysis with - a short discussion of the key term 

:of communication itself. For this prupose it is quite sufficient to refer the 

- reader to the multitude of definitions,. models,and concepts and to let him - or 

her make a.choice of preference. Indeed, whatever "school  of  thought" one may 

think of, there seem to be at least 3 key concepts which crop up in every one of 

them, namely.the notions of communication as a process' involving.a set of rules 

(structure) which operate within the boundaries of the patterns of interrela-

tion between system constituents. Structure, interrelation, and - dynamics are 

thus the main terms  for the. 	of a definition of communication. In 

this  sense, Krippendorff's .Statement - although too abstract for,some researchers 

who would rather see communication as an object than an object - construct,•i.e. 

who doubt in the possibility or the need  for an  axiomatic or formal theory of 

communication-subsumes particular definitions and thus serves as .an excellent 

umbrella notion and a point of departure 



Yet, even agreeing with a statement like "communication is the 

transmission of structure across space ancUtime among constituents of a -

system or betlween Systems" . dOes not clarify the probleMatics of commtinica-

tion sciences or.communication research. Indeed, notwithstanding the den-

.nition of the object (Or object-contruct) the epistemological tenets have to 

be . spelled out—This is essentially the question of what the researcher 

attempts to "do" when analyzing the phenomenon. This point can be broken dow n . 

into two.components, namely first the conceptual model of reality  to  which the-

researcher adheres and, second, the conceptual model of science which he sides 

.5) with. Monge 	has spelled out the major conceptualizations that have been 

used in communications research concerning the former. Krippendorff, Bunge, 

6) - 
Arundale . and others have addressed the latter problem. 	Functionalist, cyber- 

netic, and system-theoretical frameworks are the major approaches or models of 

Hreality" in communication sciences; description, explanation, and prediction 

the main modes of scientific endeavour. 

The problem is compounded by the fact that these two dimensions are 

far from being orthogonal as Bunge hasstressed. In other words, specific môdels .  

of reality or of communication phenomena can only produce epistemologically and 

scientifically rigourous results of certain forms, and; conversely, particular 

scientific or epistemological objectives can only be met by employing certain 

models  of  reality or communication phenomena. Thus, for instance, "explaining" 

some aspect of communication or even the characteristics of communication"phe-

nomena per se can only . be done within the confines of functionalist reasoning 

(or some derivation thereof), or, conversely, system-theoretical approaches  in  

the study of communication-can only produce "description". In the first case then, 

- one of the essential characteristics of communications, namely its dimension of 



simultaneous aspect of generation and transformation is overlooked (it being 

conceptualized instead in terms of dependent and independent variables or 

parameters): In the second case one is confronted with the necessity to aban-

don . classic frameworks of science which by no means represents an easy problem 

to come to grips with. 

This au  i represents a seemingyicious circle. It cannot be broken 
. 	. 

i)31 argumentation within the boundaries of science itself. Only the relation of 

science and praxis can produce a solution. The solution for science lies hidden 

in the social mechanics of the cultural framework within which science is but 

one component. In other words, time as well  as the politics and economics of 

science will produce the answer. In the meanwhile, though, science has to face 

the fact that certain:frameworks only increase its marginality vis à vis thé 

other main forces of decision-making .in society, for instance technology and 

economics. WithOut 'having the pretention or the pretentiousness to Contribute 

to'the solution of the problem as spelled out in the preceding paragraphs, it 

is our opinion that we must at least explicitate What in our mind are the main 

reasons for the lack of relevance of communication research findings for the 

 practitioner and then Suggest a "counter-framework"  as  it were,in the hope that 

it might serve for the production of more "useful" and more "useable" scientific 

contributions to action implementation. 

' Our critique of presently dominant and unfortunately somewhat imprac-

tical main lines of communication research (in particular as concerns the area 

of teleconferencing) can be subsumed in three statements: 

a) Communication, the key concept or central varable or set of variables, is 

generally treated within the framework of functionalism, i.e. as either a 

system function or as system trait. 7) 

b) Consequently; communications becomes either a dependent or ah independent 

variable in the classic sense of the term . Description ; then,is-all too easily 
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rejected as a lOw-level scientific objective, explanation (and prediction) 

becoMing the main thrust. However, in the prodess of attempting explanations, 

epistemological flaws become virulent to  the point  thatexogenous, endoge-

nous,  and  contextual variables are confounded. Explanation then becomes 

• 	either hopelessly imcompleta due to the fact that system levels or inter- 
. 
vening  variables  which alone could account for explanation are. missing, or 

because correlational dependencies are mistaken for covariance phenomena 

which totally betrays the essential dynamic .aspect of communication. The 

result is an increasing divergence between the (ideal) concept of.  communi-

cation and the (static) parameter "communication" that is "explained". 

c) Methodologies, analytic techniques, and interpretive rules,given a) and b), 

are not only conceptually inadequate but.often ill-employed. Tmorvalued 

transformations, i.e. correlational procedures cannot suffice to•operationa- 

lize and analyze phenomena which are covariational, i.e. at least three-

valued transformations.
8) 

Mean-value techniques or some other derivatives 

are insufficient. Comparisons have as their main operator contextual va-

. • riàbles which attenuate - but which never - explain. - 	. 

In'short, all along the line, from the very outset of conceptualiza-

tion, through.research design and operationalization, choice of analytic pro-

cedures, and finally in the choice of our terms of interpretation,me are all too 

Often betrayihg and even contradicting ourselves. To be quite clear, this does 

in no way imply that a part ofresearch done to date is worthless. ,Al l that.is  

necessary is to understand its internal and undoubtlessly well-founded coherence 

which, however,  may  represent its own limitations in terms of practical use-

fulness. Surely, to the extent that some of the research in the area of telecon-

ferencing has not rigourously explicitated its own framework or has•even lacked 
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. internai  coherence we may have to bé even more critical and even go so . far 

as•to question ita useability. In.any event, secondary analysis may turn out 

to.be  a highly fertile way tô use valuable data bases in a more.stringent way. 

The problem is, as  one can see, very complex and there is no imme- . 

diate solution. No one could pretend to know the right answer. Let us then 

propose an alternate framework the relevance of which should, as in Ithe case 

of the foregoing approach, be evaluated by its internal consistency  on the one 

band and by its usefulness and Useability on the other. The latter will natu-

rally only be possible once a sufficient number of studies have been produced 

.which follow more or  les s the outlines  of  such.a "counter-proposal". In the 

meanwhile, then, we can only judge it by the former criterion. : 

To juxtapose the two ideal frameworks in a readable form, the same 

sequence - of statementa will be followed here. 	- 

a) Communication activity is to be understood as a system in itself, 

i.e. as one of the main, components of a real system. Communication is defined - 

here as a formal  system characterized by the existence of at least two structu-

red sequences of behaviors (protocols) 9) within time which by means  of  the use 

of channels exchange information or energy/matter. To the extent that this inter-

action produces covariation'of behavior séquences in time (and space),  one  can 

speak of communication. Thus, communication is Seen as a three-valued transfor-

mation which produces structural processes within the.system at large of which 

communication ia one component, more .precisely the one "responsible" for events 

of integration, centralization, morphogenesis, coordination,  etc. or  their 

opposites. Analysis of Commtinication phenomena presupposes a framework for con-

ceptualizing systems in two ways, namely first the system of communication per 

se and,second,the system within which communication operates. - Given - that the 

point of departure of such an analysis is therefore an abstract or even formai 
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model of systems (e.g. cybernetics or systems theory) the. objective.of.research 

is not "explanation" but rather the attempt of mapping-with the-greatest possi-

ble precisiân the data  unto the formal model. The data then become a descriptive 

theorem of'the general model. To,the extent that this model specifies generative • 

and transformational properties, i.e. - characteristics of functioning, they can 

be used in a retrodictive manner to produce action alternatives. - 

b), Depending on the system concept employed, one can attribute classi-

•ficatory names to differént . tYpes of .  variables. Thus, within a closed-sYsteme 

framework "exogenous" variables are Said to be within the boundaries of the 

system itself. Having distinguished hetween exogenous, endogenous, and contextual 

or diaturbance variables the model necessarily has to spell out chronological 

,ordering• of nssumed effects before there can be a definition . of "dependent" and • 

"independent" variables. Only with these two - eSsential'Sets can models of Causa-

lity be formulated. What is more, once such a model spelled  out,  all empirical . . 

research can produce is measures of aMount or degree of dependency. In other 

words, explanation is egained by virtue of having mapped the data into the model 

stiecessfully, at whidh.point all one can say is that the data have been well 

described by the model, explanation per se being due to the mode]! When data do 

not fit the model,or in the event that the model is not'spelled out, all that -

research is able to produce is. description which in turn can only be interpreted 

in relation to some dther set of concepts. Systems analysis therefore produces 

description of functidning . and permits increasing refinement In the . measure of 

amount or degree of interrelationship.
10) . 	, 

The  problem for communication research is, however, even more difficult. 

Both in relation •to the communication subsysteM and the total contextual system - 

the two sets of concepts, namely (causal) .relationship and time-order are essen- • 

tial. In the attempt of combining thestwo so as to construct a forMal' model, 
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certain variables will be seen as being, at different points in time,both 

"dependent" and "independent". In this sense for instance.the common.place 

Understanding of Verbal, interaction as a continuous feed-back loop definitely 

contradicts thé classic'use of the notions of  "dependent" and "independent" 

variable. Instead of  this linear causality notion .(recursiveness) one is faced 

with the much more gompleX - situation of_system simuitaneity or non-regursiveness. 

Therefore it is imperative-for any research project in the area of communication 

•to explicitely lay down whether the model used is recursive or non-recursive. 

Depending on this,the choice of variables will have to be made consequently. In 

the case of a linear model for instance a bad choice of variables could produce 

unexpected feed-back loops which will introduce error terms for the structural 

equations and thereby render the model useless. 

c) Oncc the researcher . has opted for a certain model in respect to 

the requirements spelled  oit' in a) and b),subsequent and consequent choices as. 

to methodology, analytic techniques, etc. have to be made. Not withstanding the 

specific research question, a certain number of necessary repercussions are 

already quite obvious. First, given the congeptualfration of both the communica 

tion subsysteM and its role and place within the larger total system, data have 

to be collected that are indeed at least three-dimensional, i.e. a juxtaposition 

of a minimum of two behavioral protocols along the dimension of time. Depending 

of the focus of the project and on the complexity of the system under study, 

multiple protocols,:i.e. one for each variable or system-descriptor can be re- 

gistered. In the case  of a-discrete-time model, then, data are represented as a 
- 

• sequence of multi-dimensional state descriptions-. The object of the study is to 

ascertain or measure the extent or degree of covariation, i.e. of patterning 

between variables over time. And again, depending  on. the  formal model Proposed 

(linear or simultaneous, open or cloSed, communication subsystem only or total 

system plus ,communication system as one of its càmponents, etc,) techniques of 
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analysis will produce a description of the funétion characteristics of the 

system. 

TO this point we have spelled out in general terms what seems  tous 

to be a highly interesting and fruitful alternative approach to the study of 

communication phenomena. Due to the limits of this report certain questions 

had to be dealt.with in a rather abrupt and little developped way. Indication 

in the footnotes  and the  bibliography will direct the interested reader in 

his  further-study of the problem. This introduction is, as we hope,- sufficient 

to . show why this new framework bas been used fôr thia report, what the funda-

mental concepts are for this line of argumentation, and  what one can expect 

from this type of approach. The subsequent chapters will further develop 

certain crucial -points concerning the analysis of téleconferencing.behavior 

data.. • _ 	. 	. 

Footnotes 

1)cf.Samuel Z.Klausner, The Study of Total  Societies,EY'1967,Dpubleday,for an 

an excellent discussion of-the importance of cross-level 'missing links'. 

2)Robert Johansen, Media for  Group Communication:Fundamentals of  Choice and 
Social  EffeCt,IFF,Menlo Park,Cal.,1973. 

3)cf.Joseph N.Cappella, An Introduction to the Literature of Causal Modeling, 
in:Human  Communication Research,1975,1,pp.362-377 

4)cf.K1aus, Krippendorff, Values,Modes,and Domains of Inquiry into Communication, • 
in:Journal of Communication,1969,19,pp.105-133 

5)cf.Peter R.Monge,  The  study bf human  communication  from three systems  paradigms,. 
uniphl.Ph.D.thesis,Mich.State University,1972 

. 	. 

6)Mario Bunge, The GST Challenge to Classical Epistemology and MethadolLogy,  
unpubl.paper,Montrea1,1976 	. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

The raw data upon which the results presented in this report are 

based, was collected by split-screen video tape - recordings of 18 conference 

group sessions, each lasting up to 45 minutes. The 18 conference sessions 

are a subset of 47 sessions held on three conference modes. 

Since the present data is a part of the larger experiment, the 

selection of subjects and their organizational setting, the conference modes, 

the task, experimental design and procedures are identical to those reported 

in  full in Report #1.
1)
A brief description of the general methodology of the 

larger study will be presented here, but the reader is referred to the initial 

report for the complete . details. 

GENERAL MEMODOLOGY 

Conference modes The face-to- face  facility was a small well-lighted 

seminar room where the six group membera sat across a conference table from 

eaeh other, with three people on each side. There was a writing pad and pencil 

at each position and centered behind each side of the table was a fixed TV 

camera linked to a VTR camera that recorded their interaction on a horizontally 

split screen located in another room. 

The video . conference facility consisted of two media interactive 

rooms  (iodes)  located in different parts of the same building and connected 

through a patch panel providing for video recordings with a 5 MHZ bandwidth., 

Each node accommodated three members of the group who sat side-by-side at a 

five foot conference table, fOur feet from a lank of four television monitors. 

One Monitor provided a head and shoulders view of the three participants at 
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the other node were receiving; the other two monitors provided for any in-

coming or outgoing graphic material that the two nodes wished to exchange. 

Each particiPant w as  provided with a writing pad and dark felt pen and visual 

material could be placed on a shared register easily reached by any of the 

three people. A graphics camera was mounted above the table, locked in position, 

and focused on the 41/2 by 6 inch field of view register. The facility was enti-

rely "hands-off" and no special information was required to familiarize con-

ferees with its use. (Figure 1) 

The audio conference used the same facilities as did •the  video con-

ference except that the two interactive monitors were panelled over.The gra-

phics capability was retained..(Figure 2) 

Conference  sessions  A conference consisted of three'sessions of up ' 

to 45 minutes held on threeconsecutive'weeks.at the same time period. The •same • 

six people, except forereplacement for attrition in the second and third sessions, 

met for the three weeks using the same conference facility and discussing  the 

 same problem. 

Subjects and Assignment to Conference Groups .  All subjects were 

Carleton University students in a Human Communication course with an enrollment 

of 650. The course is organized so that students attend the same small 20- 	• 

person tutorial group for two hours a week to wOrk on a variety of projects. 

At the time that the experimental sessions were held, students had been working 

with other members of their tutorial group for half the university year. 

• Subjects did not velunteer for the conference, but rather, tutorial 

groups were selected at random und all members of a selected tutorial group 

attended conference sessions as part of the forma].  course - requirements. Subjects 

from a tutorial.group•were-assigned randomly, three at a time, to one of the . 
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communication conference  modes, in such-a way that the two sets of three 

making up any conference group were  people  from two different tutorial  • 

groups. In the two technological modes, the three from one tutorial were 

at one node and three from the other tutorial group were at the other node. 

The Conference Task All conferences on all communication modes 

engaged in the same task for all three sessions (weeks). Each group was given 

the same written instructions requiring them to discuss all of the substan-

tive and procedural aspects of their course in Human Communication and to 

make recommendations for changes and improvements that they felt should be 

made, together with their recommendations on how such changes should be 

implemented. 

This task Was  selected after considering a wide variety of alter- • 

 natives because it was felt that. the topic was credible for the participants, 

potentially complex, would permit communication behaviours that would genera-

lize to other groups and tasks, and because the task was consistent with the 

objéctives of the course and the prevailing.social climate within the University. 

At the end of each session, conferees were individually required to 

cOmplete a questionnaire,that asked them to (a) outline what they felt were 

the group's recommendations, and (b) respond to a series of questions about 

the conference and the people in the conference. The questionnaire •nformation 

however, is not the data base for this report. 

The preceding briefly outlined the general methods used in the study. 

We now turn to the specific methodological requirements of the content/structural 

analysis of It.he actual interactions in the three conference modes. 

DATA PREPARATION 

Since all of. the . conference Sessions were recorded on vide6 tape; 
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more than 30 hours of conference time was potentially available for 

analysis. A detailed analysis of the total time was not feasible and the 

decision waS .made to transcribe and code two complete, conferences from each 

communication mode. This represented 18 sessions (six  from each mode and six 

froM each of the three weeks) or slightly more than 11 hours of conference 

time. 2 
The logic of the performance analysis required that complete confe- 

rences, rather than random segments from all conference sessions, be coded. 

Coding communication behaviours from random sections of all 47 sessions would 

have provided a more stable estimate of some of the communication behaviours 

and any effects of personal communication attributes of individual group 

members would have been reduced. However, the major consideration of group 

behavior could not have been reliably determined from samplings of the 

interaction.. 	. .. . 	..: - 	. 	 . 	. 	. 
. 	. 

Ideally,  the two conferences from each mode would have been selected- 

at random, but this wbuld have cteated a numbdr of problems, since  ail  sessions 

did nct maintain six members, audio'loss oecured on the recording of parts of 

some due to mechanical difficulties, and for two sessions portions of the video 

band of the tapes were of such poor quality that speaker identification was 

impossible. The selection of the two conferences froM each mode was not in 

any way influenced by conference proceedings but rather' selectiOns were made' 

on the grounds that (1) each of the three sessions within 'a conference main-

taining a group size df six, and (2) the  audio and video qùality of the recor-

ding remaining uniformly high across all three sessions. 

Preparation of Transcrits One expert typist prepared• all 18 	• 

transcripts. The transcripts were verbatim'accounts  of the  proceedings, in 

the . Sequence in which they occured in the conference, .and speakers were identified . 
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numerically by the position they occupied on the tape. It Should-be noted 

here that the transcriptions of the verbal utterances of six people, in-

cluding their nonfluencies, from a video taped record is a long and tedidus 

task. The faithful recording of the 18 sessions took about 10 hours each. 

Samples of the transcripts are provided in Appendix A. 

Selection  and  Training of Coders -Six coders were.hired to code 

' the conference interactions from the typed transcripts. All were, or had been, 

tutorial leaders in the program being discussed  in. the conferences. They were 

familiar with any task-related jargon used by the conferees. This was necessary 

for properly identifying-  the various dimensions of the task environment. 

Since conferees were identified only by tape position, the coders 

had no way of personally identifying any of the speakers. Neither did they know ' 

either  the week  or mode they  were -coding, 'except -  from what they might infer 

from the verbal content of the transcript as they coded. Moreover, the coders 

had no information about the previous questionnaire analysis and were naive 

as  to the purpose of the experiment. Each coder coded three transcripts and 

these were assigned so that no coder coded more than one transcript from each 

mode or more than one transcript for each week. The mode/week order in which 

transcripts were coded was randomized across coders. 

A series of sessions were held to train the,coders in the use of the 

coding system. Because coding was from transcripts, rather than from ongoing 

interaction--either ftom video taped recotds or the actual conferences while 

they were in session-time 

a variety of ways. This was'neebssary because_of the _multiple analyses required 

to satisfy the conceptual taxonomy for desctibing group communcation behavior. 

could be taken to code every communication event in 
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As a result  of the  training sessions it was estimated, fairly 

accurately, that the coding of a single session tranàcript woUldrequire 	• 

about 20 hours of :coding.time. For this reason, it was not feasible to havé 

each transcript coded by two coders independently for a•continuous reliability 

check. As an alternative, all coders coded the same samples of a dummy trans-

cript (a ,transcript from an'actual conference session'that Was not  one of the 

18 analyzed in the study), until the intercoder reliability on all communica-

tion units and ail  components exceeded .80. 

_This level of reliability was attainable *partly because of .the rule 

that goding be based up:m -1 the surface meaning of the words. Coders were trained 

not to "read in" meaning and to make as few interpretive judgements as possible. 

•This  undoubtedly resulted in some errors, particularly in the area of social. 

emotional crtone e.g., "ThaYs very.good" would be coded as "pcsiti-,ie social . 

emotional" although an audio analysis might show clearly that the remark was 

,made sarcastically. It hardly need be mentioned that coding from typed trans-

cripts loses all of the paralinguistic and kinesic information being communi- -  

• cated and, in addition to the loss - of this information, there will be some 

coding misinteri3retation when the linguistic, paralinguistic and kinesic bands - 

are not complimentary. However, there is no obvious reason why misinterpretations 

of this type would not occur randomly across conference  modes and weeks.' 

CODING CATEGORIES 

,• The data base for the analyses presented in this report are by and 

large the same as those used  for the comparison of performance profiles pu- 

blished by the authors.
3 
A brief resumé of the - main points will be given here. 

The reader is referred to Report no. 3 for the full details of conceptualization 
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and operationalization of the coding categories. 	- 

Unit of analysis  Small group research has from its very beginnings . 

.had considerable difficulties to come to agreement on what is to be considered 

a useful.unit of communication action or of verbal behavior. For various rea-

sons which are developped in Report no.3,this study defined its unit of data  

in terms of an-"uninterrupted speech act". This was taken to be what a person 

said froM the time he or she started speaking until someone else began to speak. 

In a very smalll-lumber of cases this unit tended tobe uncodeable mostly because 

it was a very long speech act  and  tended to incorporate distinct changes in 

either content or social eMotional overtones. In these 'cases, the speech-was 

broken into two Or more units so as to reflect the shift. The data base thus . . 

prepared represents more than 9000 communication units. 

. 	Addressing  Due tO a rather intricate procedure it was possible to 

ascertain from the recordings and the transcripts who was the speaker for every 

utterance. However, given that we.are in no way interested to correlate results 

with data concerning particular subjects, the speaker was generally coded in 

terms of his position on the video tape. Thus, persons 1 to 3 comprised one 

group or node, 4 to 6 the other group. By this means it is possible to analyze 

addressing behavior by distinguishing between within-node communication and 

between-node communication and, although this was not a primary thrust of re-

search inasmuch as the face-to-face condition contaminated the possibility of 

comparisons, to analyze communication behavior in relation to seating arrange-

ment (persons 2 and 4 being centrally located, the others being at the extreme 

points). 

In addition to coding the communicator it was possible, though not 

4) in 011 cases, to pinpoint the addressee(s)
. 
.Several levels of coding had to 
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be foreseen for this . category. First', addressing particular persons. When 

.this could be• deduced without error.f  rom the intervention;. e.g. by the fact 

that names are used or that.the visual cues are definite, the addressee was 

coded again by his nuMber of .seating position. On a second, already  more  gene-

ral level, addressees .could be the "own" node or the "other" node (the parti-

cular meaning of "you" had to be gleaned from the transcripts or the recor-

dings). Finally, speech aCts were either explicitely or implicitely addressed 

to the whole group. eaturally, only one code was . reserved•for this case as the 

difference in practical terms is nil. 

Activity Whereas the preceding report distinguished between three • 

categories  of content  space, 	initial_ data for this study were recoded and 

only two macro-Oategories were provided, namely task activity and non-task 

activity. For thisstudy all content descriptions (tel.« atenon-task).were 

•collapsed. As a result, an intervention unit was in the most general way coded 

as either being the one or the other type of activity. In addition, certain 

descriptors which in the previous report were grouped as either task - enViron-

merit or interpersonal environment  variables • were mapped into the activity di- . 

 mension. Task activities could therefore be described further as either answers 

(4 codes) or questions (4 codes). No additional categories for non-task activi-

ties were retained for this report. 

Atmosphere While the categories in the preceding section apply - only 

to the groupLs behavior in view of accomplishing the task, this set of cate-

gories was used to account for the.socio-emotional dimensions of interaction. 

Both task and non-task units therefore were , coded along an additional dimen-

sion which was arrived at by recoding categories initially used in Report no.3. 
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This parameter expresses an individual's position vis à vis the group's - 

activity. Within it we find categories of expression of socio-emotional eva-

luation 

 

(poSitive,lincertainty, negative), 	in slightly recoded form (see 

Appendix B). For detailed  discussions of these concepts the reader is referred 

6). 
to Report no.3. 

Each speech or communication act was therefore constructed by coding 

• it as a 4-dimensional vector or state. Even by reducing the data variation by 

means of recodification,the combinatorial possibilities are close to 3500. 

Equivalences and recodifications of previous data are shown in Appendix B. 

SPECIFIC MErHODS  AND  TECHNIQUES 

• The objective of this paper is to analyze. the functioning characte-

ristics of communication systems composed and'described by variables such as 

those presented in the preceding section. We are dealing here not with commu-

nication as a subsystem but rather with communication alone. In this sense,there 

is no concept or variable which acts as an exogenous variable as such. Therefore, 

the main aim is to understand the over-time patterning specificity of communi-

cation behavior, the three mode situation and the three weekly session playing 

a role of attenuating, contextual, or disturbance variables. Let us first look 

at the main problem, i.e that of sequential analysis. 

Sequential systemic analysis attempts to describe over-time behavior 

as the rules which govern the particular trajectory of the system, i.e. its 

concatenation of states. Having excluded exogenous variables,one has to assume 

that the variation in behavior can be Attributed or "explained" (though natu-

rally with a margin of error)'by the internal rules alone. This is obviously 

an abstraction which however seems reasonable in this context due to the fact 
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that this. study hes from its very outset defined itself as an exploratory 

case study. Besides, whatever the contamination.due tà population characteris- . . 

tics, sampling errOr, attrition, subjective differences in the'perception of 

the task, etc. we:would argue . that - within these limits - a-'data base of 

approximately 9000 interaction units does warrant a tentative modeling. -  

Before  one  can start coMmunicational analysis along the lines pro-

posed here, a seriotis scrutiny of the basic theoretical notions and. their me-, 

thodological repereussions is necessary. In this sense, one has to take yet• 

another look at the three basic terms  of  structure,. interrelationi•and dynamics . , 

The term  "structure " refers in this context to the existence and the 

possibility of detection•if not even measurementof (a) a catalogue -of variables 

.and (b) a rule by which their emergence is patterned. One can exclude from this 

discussion points Of philosophical interest (such as whether or not "structure» - , 

is something created by the observer or concretely existant), problems of fini  

teness -(the catalogue or universe is•here assumed to be finite and is indeed 

constructed as such as can be seen by the categories), and questions of "true" 

probabilities or "true" randeMness (which in any case can be excluded be it only 

on the base of intuitively seeing that the subjects are able to coordinate acti-

vities even though maybe rather slowly). Besides, concerning the concrete struc-

tures transmitted so as to activate communication, nobody would refute that the 

material of verbal exchange be it on a phonological, syntactical, semantic or 

any other level is Ordered. 

This however is not the main aspect of structure that wili bé of inter-

est here. Indeed, even in cases of transmission of structured vocal, syntactical, 

etc. material there.is not sufficient indication that communication takes  place. 
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• Univariate marginal distributions of attributes, values, or (as in this case) 

combinatories is but a first check on whether or not communication may be 

taking place. More precisely, if one were to find for a total batch ofdata 

that all observations fall into one category then testing for communication 

has to stop at this very point: Absence of variation defies analysis. If on 

the other hand one were to find a homogeneous distribution among the expected 

çombinatories it would bé too soon to abandon analysis because the marginal 

summative distribution may indeed hide structure patterns once the dimension 

of time is introduced. Obviously, both cases are extremes and should be viewed 

by the researcher as alarming signs of unfortunate coding rather than poorness 

of data per se. 

Once it has been ascertained, even though superficially, that over- 

all marginal distributions are somewhere Ln between the extremes ment 4.oned &Dove, 

i.e. that the behavior profile as it were of the system is neither deterministic 

and invariant nor totally devoid,of indications of patterning, we are ready to 

introduce the second.axiomatic notion of our understanding of communication, namely 

'interrelation". Communication being control within or among .  systems„the uni-' 

variate framework has to be extended to at .least a bi-variate model. This is 

essentially the phase of breaking the system down into its subcomponents and 

then, checking for their coupling. In .our type of analysis this refers to detailing 

the total behavior space of the sYstem as described by the 4-valued combinatories 

in terms of smaller sub-units, the smallest decomposition evidently being a 4- .  

dimensional matrix. 

Here again one has to test first for the presence of structure in the 

marginal distributions for every variable or set of variables as indicated by • 

the decomposition. The methodological remarks.made above apply here also: A sub-

system which shows no variation at all must be assumed to be, within'the limits 
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of the study, of no value.or/and to• be badly'coded. Homogeneous marginal dis-

tributions should again not be rejected out of hand. - Once this test is accom-- 

plished it . 1..s important:to test for relational structure, i.e. patterning 

within the matrix.the coordinates - of which are the variables or sets of variables 

(and their values. or Combinatories). A cursory analysis of such coupling ma-

tricés can already be of great interest. In this sense one could qualitatively . 

pin down such characteristics as . auto-correlation (matrix diagonals), absorbing 

states (converging rules.), system division (independent subsystems, i.e. dissi-

pative entropy), determinism vs. probabilism, etc. However,the main objective 

is naturally to measure the:amount of structuring interaction > .  a point which 

will be discuased below. 

• At this point one can then affirm that at least twe of the essential 

• 
prerequisiteS for  communication have  been respected, i.e. at least two systems 

or machines the .behavior or each of which is ordered are interrelated, i.e. the 

structure of behavior of the one correlates with the structure of behavior of 

the other (and vice versa in case of bidirectional "control"). We can also 

formulate this by saying that accounting for the behavior of coupled systems,. 

greater precision of predietion is gained if taking both systemseinto.account 

••7) than by treating them separately. 	This framework is the essential notion of 

synchronie  control or correlation. 

Yet, communication being defined as a three-valued transformation 

including timê,. one must now add the chronological dimension. One therefore 

arrives at the minimum data representation which is a three-dimensional matrix 

the coordinates of which are the two. systems.in  interaction and time (Ax8xt). 

Several possibilities of adding the time dimension are open  to the researcher. 

In the first-place the decision has to be made •as  to whether a continuous or 

a discrete time model is te be contructed.
8)

For conceptual, analMtic, data re- 
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cording, etc reasOns most human communication'phenomenon will probably be 

studied by means of a discrete - time model, i.e. the systems- fuctioning tra-

jectory is to be.understoodeas a sequence of states along a dimension of time 

increments. Second, a standardized increment quantity has to be defined: Third, 

given that the system's behavior is assumed to be structured across. time this 

dimension in turn can be classified. -  in this sense, instead - of reserving for a 

-collection of.data. taken at-25 time points a matrix dimension of 25 attributes 

(in which case there would be only I  case in each "layer" of the matrix), one 

will try to categorize time. This-is -generally'done in--either an empirical way - 

(as for instance by defining phases which include several time lapses) or in 

an abstract way. in the latter case one is interested in control (communication) 

being exerted with a certain delay (for instance by a difference of 1 time in-

crement)-so that the total sequence. *across time is then collapsed into a-matrix. 

in which  the time dimension is represented by two values only, t o  and ti (every 

observation excpept the first and the last becoming in turn the one or the other). 

One further transformation and derivatives thereof:. will now produce . 

the.type of data necessary for an analysis of communication.phenomena. On the 

macro-level one must again test whether or not the total system's behavior, 

ascertained to be structured in a.synchronic vision, is structured - in-a processual,•. 

dynamic,-or diachronic way. We  can therefore construct a matrix the coordinates- 

of which are to  and t I and the values of which are all observed variable cm- 

- binatories. We are then testing, on the most general level, for presence of 

sequential structure, i.e. for the total system's behavior order across time. 

With increasing and multiple decompositions of the system into components or 

sets and by varying, if this is indicated by  the data, the time lag represented 
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in the matrix, we can test for-amounts of control (mutual structuring) and 

delay within the system. The introduction of the element of time.has now 

transformed.strongly  the type of notion of interrelatien: one is no more . 

talking about correlation but. covariation. Covariation however indicates . that 

one is talking about exogenous or endogenous variables only (contextual va-

riables can only be correlated) and, more precisely, about variables which are 

ebsentially conceptualizations of dynamic properties,-function'and some such.. 

• Before further developping the purely technical and analytical aspects. 

of this approach let us once..again underline the fundamental difference with, 

what we have called in preceding section the "classic" model and techniques of 

analyzing communication.
9) One is here  on  totally different grounds in respect 

to concepts, methods, scientific and epistemological parameters. And although 

in this study we .  will only use a subset of the Possibilities offered by this 

paradigm (e.g. by analyzing exclusively the internai  structure of the eemmuni-

cation . behavior per se) it is,hoped that its specificity has been explicitated 

sufficiently.' 

. Coming back to the technical repercussions of what, has been saide to 

this point, there are basically two sets of problems which have to be *tackled. 

First, the methodologies of measuring structure (correlation and covariance being 

a subset thereof) and ,the methodologies for processual or sequential analysis, -  

Excellent texts exist for both domain's  and  only the most-important, 

and rudiMentary comments can be made in this context.-  Concerning the first, we , 

shall limit ourseries here to information theory and its correlate methodologies. 

More precisely, the main technique used here will be Garner and ecGill's ana-. 

lysis of uncertainty, an extension of Shannon's formal model which can be used 

10) 
for both-the uni-variate and the multi-variate cape. 	The use  of these methods 
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supplies us with a measurement technique of syMmetric structuring  relation

ships and with a-symmetrical measures of control, influence,or communication. 

The advantage of thià method as has been pointed out by the_authors lies in. itS 

flexibility which makes it Useful for types of data_which lack Certain formal . 

properties such as specific datadistributions, at least interval scales, ortho-

gonality, etc. 	 _ 	_ 

The question  of  sequential analysis is somewhat more complex. Indeed, 

there eXists.a considerable number : of mathematical tools for- this type of work. 

Économetric. models, causal modeling, - path analYsis, Rimoidi's pattern analysis, 

Markov chains, regression models, etc. are but some of them. Given the limits 

of this study, the formal characteristics of the data,.the relative absence 

of already existing base-line models, and finally. the excessive . number_ef  corn-

binatories theoretically to be expected even-within - the limited framework of the 

study of the patterns inherent to the communication subsystem itself, we have 

opted to once again Use uncertainty analysis and its derivatives as a means 

or tool of processual research. We are then not testing for ceusality links 

per se (there leing no-obvious reason to declare any'one of the state descrip-

tors used here as chronologically preceding any other), nor are we looking for 

indication of stationarity, absorbing states, etc. All this study sets out to 

do is to describe and measure internal across-time control within the .subsystem. 

Given the cell frequencies within the design (2 sessions for each mode and for 

each week) measures"constructed -  in  this manner can for Obv_ious -  reasons not be .  

subjected to any tests of statistical Significance Of - differences'. Interprets- • 

tions will therefore have to be.based . on raw scores and raw means on the one 

hand and proportiowcomparisons .  on  the  other: 

If this seems.soMewhat too limited-an approach to . the reader it must 

he  stressed that the construction of computer programs capable of carrying out 
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fhese analyses alone.has taken several.months and that even with.our limited_ 

data base computer core and memory quickly is used to its maximum capacity. 

,Thé area of communication research has from its very beginnings  • 

defined its object'as dynamic. To date there are barely more than 25 published 

studies that have actually respected this paradigm.•.To our knowledge nothing 

ia known of the dynamic nature of teleconferencing phenomena to date. As for 

most communication research, the gap between.theoretical -models and paradigms 

and actual research results in the  area of teleconferencing is immense. The 

repercussions in theoretical, empiricial,.and finally practical terms of staying 

solidly enchained in the "classic" paradigm is rather disturbing. It is in 

addition quite frequently in brass contradiction to what one promises to do or 

even pretends of having done. If communication acientists-aré to  play  any rele-

vant role in producing input for the practitioner It is time to produce • research 

which corresponds with our paradigm. Despite of its leek of elegance and dePth 

of analysis -  then, this report attempts at least to show -how it can be done. 

Footnotes 	• 

l)cf.Weston,J.R.artdKristen,C., .Tele.conferencingA Comparison of Attitudes. ,  

UncertainLy and  interpersonal  Atmosphere In  Mediated and  FaCe to.FaCe Group 

Interaction, Report 1,, Social- Policy and Programs Branch, Department of Com-
munication, Ottawa, Canada, 1973. 

2)One member was missing in one of the video sessions in the third.week.. 

3)J.R.Weston and kristen,C.,-Teleconferencing:A Comparison  of Group  Performance  
Profiles in Mediated and Face to  Face  Interaction, Report 3, Social Policy,  and 

 Programs Branch, Pepartment of Communications, Ottawa, Canada, 1975. 

Ocf.C,Kristen and J.R.Weston, Teleconferencing 11:Some  Dimensions of  Interpersonal 

Perception  -end Evaluation, Report 2, Social, Policy'and Programs Branch,. Depart-

ment of Communicatiens, Ottawa, Canada,. 1975. 

5)cf.3.R.Weston and Kristen,C., op.cit 1975 
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10)cf.William J.McGill, Multivariate Information Transmission,in:Psychometrika, 

1954,9,pp.97-116 
W.R.Garner and William j.McGill, The Relation bet;ween Information and Vari-
ance Analyses,in:Psychometrika,1956,21,pp.219-228, 
W.R.Garner . ,UncertaintY• and  Structure as Psychological Concepts,NY,1962,Wiley  

Attneave,F.., :  Applications of Information Theory •to Psychology,NY,1959,Holt.  
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CHAPTER III . 

RESULTS 

As we have underlined in the preceding sections, the main problem 

of studying dynamic syStem rules is to find techniques capable  of  handling 

large amounts of highly complex data In this respect a difference must.be  

made between two forms of complexity, namely one that is due to the time-

factor (structure in time) and the other which is due to the structure of the 

system, i.e. the number and variation of Selected variables. 

The chapter on methods employed In this study has explained that 

data reduction was carried out along both dimensions, i.e. by retaining a 

first-order time analysis only,and by reducing the number of variables and 

their respective number of attributes or values. It should.be -pointed out in • 

passing that this is withoilt doubt the most important theoretical and metho-

.dological question Communication scientist will have to.come.to  grips with so 

as to be able to push on in their work. Given that it is most probable that 

data in the field will tend to be nominal, already existing methods of reduction, 

decàmposition, etc. cannot be used. One would - therefore think that one of the 

enst promising approaches to the question may be the reduction of data by 

construction of mini-processes.
1)
In this technique, by à series of analys.es  

of increasing "order" one attempts to catalogu e.  micro-sequences•(e.g. consis-

ting of 3, 4 or 5 units) which then in turn are treated . as new units. In this 

manner, without losing qualitative richness of the data hase•the technical 

problem is more easily overcome.  The  fact that this - approach has to date-only 

found limited applications, and in  only one domain namely group analysis and 

group therapy, indicates that more than simple empirical confirmation is ne-

cessary. Indeed, micro-sequences of the type described have to "make sense" 
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in 'sonie theorectical way. Given that this generar frame-work is still 

missing for the area-studied here, we opted  for .i  conceptually poorer 	 • 

way of doing. 

General characteristics  The system to be studied along the lines 

of the paradigm and by thé neéessary methods described before, is coMposed 

of 4'macro-variables which were constructed, recoded,  and  transformed out-of 

a large number of data dimensions so as to render them manipulable for com-

puter analysis. These four variables, namely addresser/addressee-task and 

non-task descriptions-socio-emotionel components, had to be simplified sub-

stantially until finally a coding level was found_which only permitted 150 

combinatoriesi Within these limitations no data set exceeded a total-system: 

transition matrix  of 100x100. 

. 	it  is this set'of variables which was therefore used f or the ana- 

lyses of the total communication system's dynamic behavior. Although quite 

restrictive it shows some interesting results as can be seen in Table 1. 

Reported here are general characteristics of the data, namely the number of 

combinatories obserVed; the uncertainty measure of the structure of the distri-

bution of observed combinatories, and an expression in percentages of the dis-

tributional structure. Naturally, measures in bits are themselves not compa-

rable as they are a function of the number of full cells (observed  combina 

tories) in each mode or week. Therefore, onlY the last group of results  have 

 been submitted to proportion comparisons. They are eXtremely small and do not 

permit any stringent interpretation except that therdseeMs to be good indica-

tion that coding procedures and data redtiction does not load results in favor 

• of any particular mode group. 
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TABLE 1 - General characteristics: 

Distributional structure of the communication system. 

	

79 	 6 	 56 

Number of Observed 
- 	• 	63 	 63    58 

Combinatories 

	

60 	-1 	55 	 52 

	

67 	 58 	 59 
,..,—....-- 

	

1 	
5.3 	 5.1 	4.9  
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5.1 	_I 	5.2 	5.2 
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bits) 	 3 5.4 	5.0 	j 	5.2 

	

5.2 	5.1 	5.1 

1 	55.8  	57.2 	55.4 

Distributional 4 	. 	1 2 	55,2 	1 	54.8 	1 	64.3 
Structure U (in' 	 1-- 

bits) 	 3 	62.4 	, 	58.1 	1 	57.8 

	

y 	. 	1 	56.7 	59.2 _,... 

% proportional 	 98% 	96% 	 - 

(to face) 

% proportional 
_ 

(audio to video) 	
102% 	

! 

.....-- 	„.....„ 	......______ 
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• 	EkCept for this result the only other item to which attention 

should be drawn is the sequence of measures for distributional structure 

(in percentages) from week to week. In this context one finds again indi- 

cation of what has been observed and underlined in a number of other studies 

namely the "second session slump" (in face to face) and the tendency towards 

increase (for audio). Increase in this measure refers here to the fact that 

communication acts tended to differentiate across time. In this sense they 

can be read to mean that communicational activity became more and more diver-

sified. Further analyses will have to show whether this is due to differen-

tiation in the social network (i.e. new relations addressor-addressee being 

formed),to new developments in the task-nontask dimension, or diversity in 

the socio-emotional parameter. 

Referring back to the comments on - the methodological-underpinnings 

of the paradigm of-communication employed here, - we can then already affirme• • 

that the system under study does indeed constitute a set of structured acts. 

It is now important to further delve into-the twk) other axiomatic •terms, i.e. 

interrelation and  dynamics. To do this, one has to look at measures of across .- 

time structure within the system. Table 2 gives the pertinent results. The 

notion of sequential structure pertains to an information-mathematical measure 

of the . amount of control exchanged between two time points (to, t1).- In the 

 case of measure Ù this  expresses ina symmetrical fashion the degree of struc- 

tural relationship. Again, the part of Table 2. which reports measures in per-- . 

cehtages'is of greater interest inasmuch as it standardizes contrormeasures 

which otherwise are functional to the dimension of the marginal distribution. 

Finally, the sequential structure measure D is'an asymetrical expression of the 
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TABLE 2 -,General charccteristics: . 

' 'Sequential structure of the communication system._ 
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amount of information.or control'exerted by to over tl. It is mathematically .  

comparable to a .partial correlation coefficient.- . 

.A' look at.Table 2 shows clearly that, again, no particUlar:.diffe-- 

rences seem to exist between the three mode situations.eProportional coMpari- 	- 

sons have therefore.been omitted. Sequences from week to week•though do exibit 

some minor variation. Referting to the latter part of Table 2 (Measure D) one 

• • finds again the,as it seems,,ubiquitous "second•sessien slump" on the one hand 

and increases over time . on the other. Naturally,.the differences are quite 

small and so interpretation has to be made Very carefully. However, mediated 

communication environments do indeed show a sequence which is rather different 

from the face.to  face situation. Whereas in this latter mode asymmetric struc-

ture D is stable (except for-  the second week during which the  communication 

systems trajectory , becomes . somewhat  more patternede(a facttha.t - does-not con-

tradict the notion of the "slump" at all), in the technological modes patterns 

over time become increasingly structured. This general trend may. quite reasonably 

be thought of as a learning phenomenon. 

A third and last step in the analysis of the general characteristics 

of the communication system!s behavior is to combine the pteceding measures 

into what Stech has termed "total relative structure".
2) 

This is an additive 

expression of distributional and sequential measures for - the data. Results  are 

 reported in Table 3. Naturally, the patterns that were already apparent in the 

two preceding tables crop up.here again. Interpretation therefore becomes quite 

superfluous. What must be underlined though is the scale of this specific  mea-

sure.  Indeed, its - scores can vary from 0 to 150. The-fact that we have found 

Measures that exceed by far all the computations, that Stech has been able to 

carry out for a great number of. analyses in small'group research (the laràest 

score that he has been able to detect was areund 51.4 total relative structure) 
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TABLE 3 - General characteristics: 

Total relative structure of the  Communication system. 

Total Relative 

Structure U (in % 

AUDIO 	VIDEO 	FACE 

	 81.0 	78.3 	I 

91.0 

80.0 

82.3 	80.5 	83.1 

i 

' 	1 
• 	- 1 % 

proporti6nal 	
. 

.(to face) . 	99% 	97%  

r% proportional 

(audio to video) 	1027.  

tirrairlaaaeu 

% proportional 



3s due.to our specific data manipulation. By reducing data complexity so as 	. 

to permit computer analysis of matrices, we have had to accept rather blown-up - 

degrees of U..  Although ourdata are then not quite comparable to other studies, 

they do at least permit soma comparisons between the three experimental condi- 

tions used here. . 	. 

This-first section of our analysis has perMitted to ascertain that 

in all cases (modes and weeks) Communication does repreSent a rulebound universe. 

indeed, the communication behavior system is a control system in its own right: 

it totally conforms to the paradigmatic requirements or our notion . of communi-

cation, i.e.  structure  exchange or control across time. The trajectories -  for 

all three modes seem, at first sight, quite similar. Minor differentiation is 

introduced by the time (week) parameter..As has been pointed out, these diffe-

rences reiterate patterns that have ,already been detected in preceding stable 

• (correlational as opposed.to  covariational) analyses. • 

Decomposition I : 'Network characteristics 

The next step in this report is to dissect. the total data space into 

its conceptual and data dOmponents. A first parameter in this line of reasoning 

is to look at . the addressing dimension alone. For this purpose the sùb-component 

consisting of addressor and addressee only is.to  be analyzed. The focus here is 

then on the specific diachronic control patterns within the social network. In 

view of the fact that we are not so much concerned with sociometric properties 

of the group (such as marginality concentration,  etc.) measures for distribu-

tional structure willenot be reported. Rather, the following .tables will concen- 

•trate on sequential characteristics. 

Four types of interrelations can be ponstructed, namely sequential • 

control within the addressee dimension (receiveto-receiver i ) , , within the .  addressor 

dimension (communicatoro-communicatot l ) and specific interaction•control properties 
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(communicatoro -receiver i  and receiver o-communicator i ). Results are . reported 

In Tables 4 to 8. 

The firatset of results, reported in Table 4, describes the pro-

perties of the total sub-component of the communication system which is com-

posed of the combinatories of addressors and addressees together. This . is 

therefore the most general-  description of interaction patterns. Based on the 

Codes provided, 45 'combinatories were possible. It is quite interesting then 

to,remark the differences netween the three mode situations in this context: 

If a greater number of combinatories was observed in the technologically me-

diated situations this is due to the fact that receivers mere.less-clearly 

IImarked" in these situations than in face to face. A greater number of inter-

actions were addressed to nodes or the groups as a whole. The graduation along 

the continuum of immediacy'shows quite nicely the increasing difficulty-for 

participants to "tag"their'interlocutors. In addition, the decrease*in.com-

binatories.observed in the mediated modes from week to week indicates a .  lear-

ning phenomenon. The "second session slump" in the immediate mode (face to 

face) seems to be related in some way to specialized patterns of interaction, 

i.e. fewer channels are being used which may indicate tendencies to marginalize 

certain participants or, alternatively, the fact that some participants draw 

back from active involvement. Passing on to the t measures in percentages, 

very little over-all differences are visible between the three modes. Across 

weeks on the other hand changes are, though small, of some importance: In the 

face to face situation sequential patterns become increasingly disorganized 

(random). In audio on the côntrary they tend to gain in structure. The video - 

situation takes a mediary position. These trends are also well  borne out in the 

last twO parts of Table 4- Attention must be draw however to the type of inter- 
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pretation open for these results. Indeed, increase of structure can Mean 

two things,-namely either an augmentation of organization-in the accomplishment 

of the taskk-or increasing separation - of the two nodes. Therefore, the results 

reported here only , take' on specific meahing when.put into relation with data 

such as across - end within - mode interaction frequencies, performance profiles, etc. 

We have in,this first:step ascertained that the sub-system under 

study in this section does . exhibit control Patterns diachronically. In a further 

step one can now decompose it even more. Table 5 repôrts results for a specific 

relationship, namely the extent to which knowledge of the - communicator increases 

predictability of the next receiver.  In other words,. what one is looking for in 

this analysis is whether and•to what extent there is a'pattern to be observed . 

between who speaks at time 1 und who will be spoken to at time 2. Naturally, 

the specific minute level cf thià question is whether  oscillation in the  roles - • .. • 

of communicator and receiver is immediate, i.e. A having spoken;will he or she 

in turn be spoken to in the next interaction. Raw data for this question cannot 

be shown here however,as they are all - cast in matrices of at least 30 x 30. 

Without going into too much detail in reading.this table.,it is quite 

interesting to note that the video condition shows, in all types of ,measures, 

the highest structure, followed by  face  to face, with the audio situation-  being 

the least predictable. Unfortunately, differences are again rather minute so 

that interpretation has to be done very tentatively. It is our impression though 

that the following Phenomenon is taking place: The face to face situation is 

the most well known end'well'mastered for the subjects. Here, people tend to 

follow a rather well-established structure as - borne out by the results. In the 

video condition subjects probably "hang on" to the visual cues and therefore 

are less flexible in switching interaction links quickly. In audio, on the other 
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hand, the cues are so restricted, i.e. the network so uncontrollable that 

reciprocal  continuation of Interaction is hampered. Frequent "cheéking" of, 

"who'has spoken" and ''Who•was- addressed" has been obberved qualitative,ly. It  is 

this fact which patterns the results reported in Table 5. In addition, inte-

resting trends emerge again  for the sequences from session to session. In the

face to face condition an increasing trend towards flexibility emerges.'"Videe 

groups seem to .try this-during the second week to only to,come back to a more 

structured form of interaction. Finally, a certain  learning curve is observable 

in the data for audio groàps. As in the preceding part ,of this report one must 

bear in mind that these results only become truly important once related to 

other variables. As a general indicàtion though it is quite remarkable to what 

extent speaker at'time 1 does permit 'prediction of receiver at time 2. 

. 	- Table 61,nverts the above analysis. It 1..s in this sense complementary.' 

Here, one is looking at the degree of regularity in the transition between re-

ceiver at time. 1 and communicator at time 2. Or, in other words, one asks the 

question whether and to what extent person A being spoken to will proceed to 

speak in his or her'turn.  The  reSults are quite remarkable: For all the mode 

situations this type-of sequential structure is ratherhigh.  This in spite of 

the fact thatssubjects form groupS of 6, sô that, even bychance, the 

structure measure.D cannot be expected to be much beyopd-.02. 

Comparing Tables 5 and 6 then,one has a very interesting indication 

of the nature of human interaction in small groups, notwithstanding differences 

in the media of communication used. Whereas the person who has just spoken  will 

indeed be answered in .  most of the_times, the . person who  does answer i s .  the one 

having been spoken to only to a lesser extent (although better than chance:Mthough 

this seems a common , place finding,we have here the poàsibility to use this 
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methodology for the construction of truly'general models of human interaction. 

The two last tables of this section, Tables 7 and 8, are added here 

less for the importance of the results per se than to show what type of appli-

cations there are for the analytic tool we propose. Table 7 in this sense looks 

for patterns in repetition of initiation of communicative acts. Results reported 

exceed probility functions but are inferior to those in Table 6. Naturally, this 

is due to the unit of analysis that was chosen in such a way that most inter-

ventions were coded as a whole. Table 8 in turn tests data for patterns of 

repeated addressing to the same person. The fact that scores are even lower 

indicates that persuasive concentration does not take place in the experimental 

design of this study
.3) 

Clearly though, rather different scores could be found 

in small groups research projects (notwithstanding the modes) the focus of which. 

is more definitely _on variables such as cooperation and conflict, leadership 

and marginality, demand characteristics such as necessary group consensus, etc. 

In concluding this section we can diagrammatically represent the 

findinga. (Fig. 3,4,5) 	. 

• 	As can be seen in these three'graphs inter-variable prediction scores 

for the sub-component as a whole and totally decomposed differ for the three 

modes on the one hand and for the.particular combination of variables on the 

other. Narurally, control terms linking time 1 to time 0 are not included here 

as they contradict-  the notion of time order and thus essentially the notion of 

causality. Also, specific single predictor terms which partial out :one  variable 

(e.g. the degree of control or predictability of the total components CI R1  by 

using either Co  or R alone) were not computed given that there is sufficient 0 

indication that. Co  is always the best structuré predictor. 
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TABLE  7 - Network characteristics 
The Communicator-Communicator sub-component. 
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• Figure,i.k. .0iagram of Effects U and D for the Network 
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'Figure 5 .Diàgraeof Effects U and . D  for the Network 

-COmponent in Face to  Face  

Curved •arrows represent sequential structure U (in %). 

Straight arrows represent sequential control D. 



At this point one should also mention some other types of analyses 

which could be performed with this subset of the data. One of the most inte-

resting and important ones is without doubt a more detailed investigation of 

the matrices themselves, so as to better understand particularities of network 

structures across time. In this manner one could for instance test for within-

node and between-node behavioral trajectories or for specific trajectories 

concerning seating arrangement (by juxtaposing the centrally seated persons 

and the two "marginals" in their patterns of address and reception). These 

types of analyses have not been performed and are not reported here for two rea-

sons. :arst, to cast data from several groups within onè mode into one general 

matrix (which, contrary to the preceding analyses, would be necessary) poses 

the problem of stationarity and homogeneity. Unfortunately, we are neither 

certain that these mathematical and conceptual requirements_are met on tlaeore- 

•  tical nor on empirical grounds. The second reason is a derivation of the first: 

matrices of the form necessary can only be constructed once the phases of group 

behavior are known.
4) 

Indeed, for these minute levels of investigation the 

general measures provided by analysis of uncertainty are of little - interest. - 

The focus here would rather be on transitional properties, i.e. on the attempt 

to construct descriptive models for the steps which the system exhibits. This 

would then ultimately >  allow for instance a kinématic graph of the behavior under 

study. We Contend that, although methodologically necessary and conceptually . . 

highly imperative, this type of analysis presupposes a number of other issues to 

be cleared up. Unfortunately, this has not been done,to this point and would 

indeed.by  far exceed the objective and the possibilities of this very study. 
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" Décomposition 2 : Content characteristics  

As has been explained in the second chapter, each communication unit 

was coded along several dimensions. Among the ones. retained for:analysis in 

this. report, two parameters pertain to description of the content of the.inter-

vention units, namely task/non-task attributes and Socio-emotional attributes. 

Again,  for  reasons of reducing data complexity, certain recodifications were 

carried out. The attributesfor each of the two parameters before and after 

recoding are shown in Appendix B. 

Following the same format or sequence of analyses the following re-

marks pertain to the sub-component of the communication system composed exClu-

sively of activity (task/non tasks) and atmosphere (socio-émotional variable) 

• parameters.. 

The first nnalyais, then, is to study:the  diachronie  control patterns 

of this sub-component as a whole. Reaults for this question are reported in Table 

9. First,• it is quite surprising to note that in all three mode situation only . 

about 30% of the possible combinatories were.indeed observed. Whether this means 

that the cOding scheme was too elaborate, that the coding was too uniform,.or 

that the demand characteristics of the study per se induced this selection can 

hardly be decided.. In addition, rather nice  trends are  shown in the table. 

Whereas the variation of content combinatories decreases steadily in audio, it 

increases for the two other experimental conditions. This would indicate that 

activities become more standardized in audio from week to week whereas they tended 

to diversify in the other tWo modes. Results from previous reports put this 

finding inte perspective. 

Given that the reader is, at this point, quite familiar with the inter-, 

pretive rules of  the types of analyses reported here, we shallfrom now limit 
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TABLE 9 	Content characteristics : 

The activity/atmosphere sub- component. 
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our comments to the mobt outstanding feattires only. First then, the latter 

parts of Table 9 corroborate the interpretations.given for the number of 

çombinatories observed. What is Striking however are the measures D for asymme-, 

trical degree of control or predictability: They show that not only is the num-

ber of combinatories selected by the subjects per se small but that their 

diachronic sequencing is well patterned. Indeed, by chance alône sequential 

structure U expressed in percentages would produce results of. approximately 

0.005:Data reported here however - very clearly indicate that there must be in 

the matrices (which cannot be reproduced here due to their size) quite important 

frequency concentration in certain cells. Again, the remarks made at the end of 

the preceding section and which explained why supplementary analyses of transi-

tional nature were not carried out apply to this problem. What is important in 

this context, however,. is that there already exist some models as to the content . 

 variablesibehavior across time. For small face to face interaction for instance 

some knowledge of "phases of group problem solving" does exist. 5)  , Unfortunately 

they tend to be conceptually somewhat unsound and, what is more important, in a 

good number of cases, arrived at by very poor methodology:.Once certain short- 

comings cleared up, we are at least reasonable assured to be able to construct . 

what Stech has termed'"general sequences of the discussion process"." Whithout 

doubt, this represents one area on which to focus in future researa both for 

communication sciences in general  and. for the domain of teleconferencing in parti- , 

cular. A great number of studies have already underlined -the fact that sequences 	. 

seem to be rather different according to thé mode of communication. Even though - 

these indications have been.derived from correlational (stable) analyses alone 

they do indicate what has to be cleared up and how to do this'. • 
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Following the study of the content subcomponent as - a whole we  cari 

 now further decompose the system. Table 10 shows results for the control .rules 

within•the activity (task/non task) dimension alone. This then is the inquiry 

into the question whether and to what extent certain activities at,time 0 elicit 

activities at time  I.  Phrased otherwise, are there Specific activity loops, micro  - 

or even .  macro-phases? 

. 	The most outstanding fact in Table 10 is certainly the rather impor- 

tant differences between modes. In this sense, across-time controlin ‘ the techno-

logicallymediated situations is nearly twice,as strong as in the face to face 

situation. Two conclusions can be drawn from this, namely first, that sequences 

are more coherent in the mediated modes and second that transitions are  more 

• foreseéable.These facts can be due to two forms of:sequence, namely micro-

sequences'(i.e. circling within. specific sinks•or basins) and-macro-sequences 

(i.e. transitions from one micro-phase to another) Only more detailed analyses 

of transitional probabilities within the large matrices could clear up this point. 

What should be stressed however is the fact that preceding studies tended to 

show that especially audio wàs often "milling around". Here seems to be indica-

Lion (though this.has to be cerroborated) that even this - seemingly unordered 

procedure has its particular rules . . The low scores for face•to face in turn•are 

definite indications of greater variability or flexibility in activities and 

their sequencing. If one were to assume that our results for this condition are 

fairly normal, i.e. typical for this situation, then activities - in the,mediated 

modes must be a domain of inqUiry of the greatest importance': Here people seem 

to  "construct" rules which are rather strong patterns. A second focus is again 

the shift in structure from week to week. Whereas there is a cbritinuous increase 

in measures in the face situation, the second session, stands out in the mediated • 

modes.•Knowing that the second week has been shown to be somewhat "disorganized" 
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TABLE 10 - Content'characteristics 

The activity-activity : ,ub-component.. 
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one must nàw attenuate this: Though. "disorganized", •.g. often ill-related 

to the task at hand, these sessions are quite definitely structured. Referring 

to certain . comments in previous chapters on the possibility of data complexity 

.reduction by means'of the'construCtion of micro-phases which would then in turn 

become units for analysis,. one has here excellent indication of the possibility 

to attempt this type of data manipulation. 

A second form.Of decOmpoSition is to look at the behavior .rules 'con-

cerning the atmosphere, or socio-emotional variable only. As has been explained, 

this variable represents an adapted code somewhat 'along the lines of the socio-

emotional parameter as proposed by Bales. Differences:are made for positive 

(supportive), negative (destructive), and uncertainty atmosphere as expressed 

by the.coded interventiens. Table 11 reports the'relevant results. Given that 8 

coding types exist,the probabilistic guess for sequencing represents approximately 
. 	. 

27. Data reported'here show that the matrix-must be relatively homogeneous, i.e. 

that contrary to the activity dimension there does not seem to be a particular 

pattern of atmosphere phases that'emerges. In other words, once groups enter a 

positive situation .(as expressed by a communication unit) the chance to Circle 

in  this sink is barely.greater than chance on the base of the codes. Mode diffe- 

rences do not merit any comment. On the other hand differences from session to-
. 

session are quite interesting. In the face to face situation, the second session, 

famous for its."slump", shows an increase in sequential pattern. Data reported 

elsewhere put this finding'into perspective. The same.is-without doubt true for 

the third week of-the audio sessions which were rather . diSconcerting for the parti-

cipants. The increased measure seems to indicate a higher propensity in these 

groups to stay within "negative" or "uncertainty" atmosphere categories. For the 

video situation, finally, previous data would rather suggest that the measure 

increase is due to stability in "positive" socio-emotional variables. 
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The next decomposition reported here.iS to test for the patterning 

imposed.by preceding activity on the following atmosphere.type. Table 12 gives-

the results. The kind of question this analysis implies is whether and to what 

extent a specific type of activity at time 0 will elicit or create socio-emotional 

situations of specific form at time 1. In view of the fact that random sequen-

cing would produce U measures in percentages of apprOximately  .015, the  results 

shown in the table, though numerically small, .are quite remarkable. The strong 

interdePendence between these two variables, has.already been pointed out in the 

discussion of Table 10. Here-then is indication that activity per se exerts a 

rather strong structuring influence on the properties of the other Variable. 

. However, data are rather too uniform so as to permit special interpretation. 

The only item to which attention should be drawn is the scores for thé third 

session in the mediated modes. Their possible meaning has been outlined above. 

Finally, in this  la  A decomposition the preceding point of interest is inverted. 

We are in this analysis looking at the control or structuring influence of pre-

ceding socio-emotional types on subsequent activities. Table 13 shows the results 

of this decomposition.*Given that the theoretical reasoning . is the same as before 

and that in addition the results are quite similar, no special comments are ne-

cessary. Suffice it to stress that generally this type of interrelation seems 

to give as good if not even better measures than thoSe in Table 12. Both of them 

together permit the proposal that atmosphere and activity  forma very coherent 

subcomponent the dimensions of which, once a group enters a typically positive, 

negative, or.uncertain phase,"feed into" each other. 

,As  in the last chapter the diagrams in Figures 6,7,8 follow. 

This part of the report has allowed us to see, though in a rather 

general waY, the behavior interrelationships between the sets of variables which 

constitute the content subcomponents .  The same general comments as those  mad e  
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: TABLE 12 - Content characteristics : 
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TABLE 13 - Content characteristics : 

• 
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Figure 5.Diagram of Effects U and D for the Content 

Component in Audio 	- 

Curved arrows represent sequential structure U (in %). 

Straight arrows represent sequential control D. 
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Figure 8,Diagram of Effects U and D for the Content 

*Component in Face to  Face 
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• 

at the conclusion of the preceding chapter apply here. However, whereas findings 

in the chapter On network characteristics pointed towards'methodological possi-

bilities without much . already existing theoretical m6dels, findings in this • 

section can be immediately related •to certain though perhaps somewhat unclear 

models of "generalized discussion processes". As we have been able to show, 

although the results per se were too uniform to really warrant e further detailed 

analysis, the methodological tool proposed in this paper in conjunction with 

other analytic techniques (for instance Markovian chains) is highly useful for 

detailed studies of the prOcessual particularities in human interaction. As a 

case in point, already reported results'of certain difficulties with audio for. 

instance can in this manner be understood in their dynamic'qualities. The step 

from this to a truly communicational praxis or intervention,.i.e..one that im-

pinges on the system not by "controlling" stable, contextual variables  but.  rather 

patterns of  • behavior, i.e. dynamic one, is'not too great. 

Further dositions: .2  examples  • 

Many other decompositions can be constructed. Indeed, for a system 

composed of only 4 - variables.or constituent sub-components alone 449 major  types  

of analyses.can be carried Out, let alone conditional uncertainty terms, inter• 

action effects, etc. 1g the first few paragraphs of this •paPer are-to make any 

sense, then the actual selection of specific analyses has to be functional to 

both the scientific objective of furthering knowledge and to the praxiological 

objective of producing useful and useable knowledge. . › 

The type of investigation proposed here se:ems to fulfill these demands 

to the extent that selection of decompositions and of other correlate analyses 

is done reasonably well. For example, Constrtcting 4 or 5-dimensional interaction 

effects is without doubt an interesting activity and,•most probably, an excellent 
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test of computers and programs. It is quite probable on the other hand,though, 

that it defies interpretation. In other words it is, at least in most cir- 

• cumstances, uselesS. 

The declared aim of this report is to show with the teleconferencing 

data at hand that the paradigm and the consequent methodologies that were pro-

posed constitute a fresh, interesting, and useful approach to research of com-

munication phenomena. It is therefore more of an exercise in research then a 

full-fledged result report as such. If, and for that matter, that it does pro- 
, 

duce some interesting results which coincide with other findings, put them into 

new perspectives, indicate areas which have to be delved into both in respect to 

methods, models, and, last not least, actual findings, is but an indication of 

the fruitfulness and power of this paradigm. 

Among the great multitude of possible further investigations, decom- 

positions, construction of effects, etc. We therefore propose to select a few 

to show some additional capabilities of this .technique. In the previous chapters 

the total communication sub-system has been analyzed. In addition,  it has been 

decomposed into two major conceptual and data spaces, namely the network and 

the content dimension. Each of these sub-components was then subjected to total , 

and decomposed analyses . . Even with a greatly reduced number of variables, a re-

duction of data complexity by recodification, arid data simplification by single 

time steps, some rather interesting indications and trends have been teased out. 

To select some further examples we therefore want to follow a line of reaSoning 

which would be coherent. with the objectives outlined above. What, then, Would 

be some questions that are'both'interesting to the scientist and useful to the 

practitioner? 

Clearly, the most pressing need in.this context is to look at the 
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Connexions between the two sub-components of network and content characte- 

ristics. Ain, the . number of imaginable,analyses•is.ratherAmpressive. 

Let us then be more practical in our investigation and ask:what types of 

inter-component relationships should be cleared 'tip and,well known so as to 

produce useful data. Useful data refers.essentially to those results which 

are transiateable into intervention or action. The question of selection 

therefore turns out to be one of pinning down those decompositions which will 

give the practitioner the possibility of input into the system, of defining ' 

strategies which would permit adjustment in cases of Ill-functioning, of pre-

paring potential users of teleconferencing systems, etc. Two major patterns of 

decomposition seem indicated then: one which would ascertain the importance of 

specific network characteristics for content variables, the other vice versa. 

Or, to put.it into 'practical terms, analyses,the results of which could be - trans- , 

lated into procedural strategies of how to interact (network) so as. to get the 

job done in a good atmoshpere, or, conversely, how to structure activity and 

atmosphere so as to use the channel well.Among the many decompositions  of  this 

• kind we.will retain two here, namely the question of how to "produce atmàsphere 

. for good functioning of the communication system and how to perform (activity) 

so as to assure smooth functioning. 

It is at this specific point that the Communication researcher comes 

into the picture and has to play his role. Indeed, before one can even think of 

planning policies and actions it must first be ascertained whether, and to what' 

degree, activity or atmosphere does indeed pattern the system. A batch of data 

such as.those used for this report could be the base for verifying such relation-

ships. 
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The first question we want to analyze, then, is the structuring 

influence of socio-emotional attributes of intervention units on the commu- 

nication  system. Given however that the ultimate idea is the production of 

behavior codes concerning atmosphere, the relationship of atmosphere at time 1 

and at time 2 would already be taken care of. In other words, one does not have 

to include this factor in the analysis presupposing some extent of (planned) 

autocorrelation or auto-covariance. Our first example then is to measure dia-

chronic control of network and activity characteristics by socio-emotional 

atmosphere patterns. Data for the audio and video sessions only are shown in 

Table 14. For the production of the matrix necessary for uncertainty analysis, 

the data had to be recoded in a rather severe way. The resulting matrix is of 

5 x 30 dimension. Assuming homogeneity, i.e. random or not rule-bound sequencing, 

the chfince prohabilit-y for each cell is approximately .007. Res.ults reported 

are a great deal higher than that so that as a first conclusion it is already 

obvious that planning or "producing" atmosphere can indeed impinge strongly on 

the functioning of the communication system.• To further - specify, a look at the 

session-to-session trends in the two experimental conditions is revealfng. 

Although general measures are quite uniform there is indication that the influence 

of socio-emotional tenor was particularly strong in the video condition during • 

the second session, and during the first and last sessions in audio. At this 

point other data; reported elsewhere, would have to be adjoined tb put this 

finding into perspective. May it suffice here to say that the second video.aessioh 

was particularly successful, well rated by the participants, and of generally 

positive overtones. In the audio mode on the other hand the second session was 

a near disaster. A precise reading of the transcripts should unveal those types 

of socio-emotional expressions that, in video, permitted good performance and 
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TABLE 14 - Special decomposition : 

The atmosphere-network/activity interrelation. 
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which, in audio, hampered them. Indeed, in this  latter case the data show 

that in situations of great complication the subcomponents of the communi-

cation  syStem lose interrelation as it were: People do not listen closely any 

more. . 	 • 

The second example and last analysis, data for which are reported in 

Table 15, delves into the question of.control of network and atmosphere  patternà 

exerted by types of activity. Due to data reduction the matrix was.again 5 x 30 

and the chance probability of relationship . assuming homogeneity .007. As in the 

preceding table,all the measures by far exceed this level and indicate that type • 

of task (or non-task) patterns the communication . system's trajectory of behavior. 

General mean measures are again fairly uniform or at least too similar to.inter-

pret. The only exception are time trends which must bé read in exactly the same 

fashion.as.those above. With_this primary result in hand. the communicationye- . 

searcher would now-be able to search for specific contents, expressions, etc. 

which enhance or paralyze the communication system (video, audio). Finally, it' - 

 should be stressed that a comparison of the two tables shows somewhat higher 

scores for the second analysis. Naturally, given the limitations of this study . 

one can not indulge in speculations. 1g this were, however, a data base of ri-

gourous experimental .  or, alternatively, highly realistic generalizable sessions, 

one would come to the conclusion that planners had rather:concentrate on teaching 

participants how to accomplish tasks (or how to break . circles Of non-task activity) 

than on teaching them socio-emotional performance. At this point , the  communica-

tion researcher would (and should) propose an analysis of conditional uncer- 

tainty (influence of activity on network and atmosphere, atmosphere at time 0 

being held stable) to test for the possibility of inventing strategies which, 

though concentrating'on activity would at the saine  time train participants to 

phrase interventions of task nature in certain ways  (for  the moment though it 
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rest to be seen whether this analysis would show any reasonable results. In 

our case scores were much too uniform and barely added to'the previous tables). 

The purpose of this section of the paper was to indicate some possible 

uses of,, the paradigm. The focus was on the conceptualization of researching for 

sequential structures rather than on results as such. This was due•to• the limi-

tations of this study on the one hand and the specific focus of this  report on 

the other. 
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3)Stanley Schachter ,Deviation,Rejection,and Communication,in:Journal  of 
Abnormal and Social ogy_,1951,46,pp.190-207  

4)cf.Hewes,Dean E.,Finite Stochastic Modeling of Communication Processes,in: 

Human  Communication Research,1975,1,pp.271-283  

5)Robert F.Bales and Fred L.Strodtbeck ,Phases in Group Problem Solving,in: 
Journal of Abnormal and Social  Psycholog1,1951,46,pp.485-495  

6)Ernest L.Stech ,op.cit. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

The conclusions for this report will be fairly short. They center 

on two sets of items, namely the results of teleconferencing analysis on one 

hand and the more global objective of this report on the other. 

Concerning the first, we have been - able to show that. the communica-

tional activities in the experimental sessions have very definite . pattèrns or 

structure. These tend to change from mode to mode and, for ,each mode, from week 

to week. However, even mean statistics bear out differences that have already 

.been pointed out in several previous analyses. Due to data redUctions statistical 

tests for significance have not been possible. •In this .sense results Teported • 

here should not be taken without .reference to previous reports. 

Special attention was given to two-major Subcomponents of the commu-

nication system, namely network characteristics and activity characteristics. 

Although no particular differences were found for the>total sub-system descrip- • 

tion for the three,mOdes, they tended to differentiate well, on the two dimen, 

•sions. As in.many other research reports, although some collegues have been able 

to indicate the opposite, the  audio mode of teleconferencing seems to be the 

most vulnerable and difficulty-prone of the situations studied here. To what 

extent this is due to the technology per se,. to questions of habituation, or to 

the demand characteristics of thià study,has been discussed at length elsewhere. , 

Trocessual analysis has again pointed out, though, that once difficulties  arise 

in this mode (and they seem to come about in profusion) the- communication sub-

system tends to disintegrate. Learning seems -  to attenuate•this problem to some 
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extent but further evidence will be necessary in this respect. In the video 

environment on the other hand,subjects beem to be able to adapt fairly quickly, 

to come togrips With>problems well, and to produce and maintain rules of com-

municative behavior across time which make for a well integrated communication 

structure. There even is some indication, as in other studies, that certain 

parameters work better in this mode than in face to face situations. In the 

last section fihally two example analyses were reported that showed the extent 

of influence exerted by socio-emotional or task actiVity parameters -  for the 

total communication system. Conclusion concerning the precariousness of the 

. audio mode and the relative success of video were again arrived at. , 

If the data.analyses  as  such did little to add further evidence to 

Conclusions of previous studies, it is hoped that this reports has at least 

'met its other,.meybe even majOr o*ictive. It'set out io show why another type 

of approach or paradigm of communication research should and must beattempted, 

how this can be done, indeed, that it can be done, and that it will at last ' 

produce results that are in concordance with the communication scientist's 

promises  both. to himself and to his planner contemporary. We believe that all 

Of these aims have been met. Certainly, a good number of issues merit a much 

more profound and detailed treatment. For this however both the limitations of 

this report and of the data base may serve as an excuse. 

In addition to these objectives, some very important indications for 

future scientific activity and ethics have been gleaned. The foremost Of the 

methodological problems that will have to be solved most urgently is probably 

the question of the - reduction of data complexity. Our study here shows  that the 

detection of micro-processes is most probably the most promising answer to the 

question. The second important methodological-bnd theoretical issue pertains 
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to the modeling of what has been termed here the network dimension. Indeed, it 

is time to replace,sociometric or associational data of communicator-receiver 

by dynamic models of,,transition. This will most probably be one of the major 

steps of clearing up some old, questions of small group research pertaining to 

the importance of the number  of  participant, a problem which by the way still 

haunts the domain of teleconferencing research where a good number of studies 

Carried out with dyads are rather carelessly extrapolated to larger•social 

formations. The third important pointer indicates without doubt the necessity 

to rethink the notion of phases. One can no longer uphold the traditional notion 

which has it that a phase is defined and delimited by some general measure such 

• as "highest percentage of acts of type A". Indeed, we will have to test for 

 stationarity before we can construct models for phases. And only  once  all these 

• problems solved will it be possible to contruct models for . group interaction in 

- 	 . . 	, . 	 . 
toto. How strange, then, that it is precisely in this last domain that a good 

amount of studies and publication can be found. - 

Which throws up the question of where communication  sciences' stand 

today. How much do we really know about, for instance, teleconferencing behaviors. 

It is our contention that we know a great deal but that we do not know what we 

think or say we know. Indeed, if we are talking about knowledge concerning commu-

nication  qua  process then the conclusion must be that we know very little indeed. 

The time has finally come to coordinate theoretical and conceptual richnesà 

("communication is dynamic") with methodological and teehnical know-how. The 

problem, as we have pointed out shortly at the beginning of this report, lies 

in the fact that this programmatic proposal implies a host of necessary changes 

in epistemology,othics, and pragmatics of scientific activity. Correlative and 
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linear epiàtemology, conceptualization, operationalization, and methodology 

does not suffice the object communication. What is worse, it is-of-little: 	- 

value  to  the practitiôner. .UttiMatély - then, the traditional:way of -doing-

research in this field,though interesting and valid from certain poirits of 

view,is for all practical purposes insufficient. The fact that there have been 

attempsat so-called explanation must in - this context be seen -as utterly -- 

disconcerting. This series of reports shows how the transition toWards the 

new paradigin can be made. It must be made soon. - • 

• 
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• at are your names? 

1 i think we're supposed to communicate 
with yeti. 

1-Where are you going? 

To turn up the volume.. 

1 Oh. 
• • 

4 'Audio. Say something. 

2 Helicj 

4 Say it again. 	• 
• 

He 11.  

(no - sound) 

(mumbling) 

Do you want to make out sort of a 
schedule of what were saying? 

• 
gkaY, .• • - • 	, 

You know, like different 	 

2 We'll start froM the bèginning of 
the week -.Monday.we have lectures. 
What's wrong with the lectures? 

1 Lots. 

2 Lots. A lot of people say you come ' 
back bored, right? Why. 

I.  Because we are. 

Uthink two hours ds too long. . 

2 Okay, that's-point number one. I'm going 
to write down Points. 

.6 Okay, but if you're going to ..... 

iLt We'don't have to write down points 
beeatKe 

(, Okay, if two hours is too long, would 
2 oneLhour periods. be better? Would you get 

as  much. 	1r you could. last through  one  hour 

1' ii sure 	 

APPENDIX A 

•RANSCRIPT SAMPLES 

2 Do you think so, really? , 

6 Well this 	because the lectures 
are two hours, they write their 
lectures for two hours. But if they 
were one hour then -they'd pack everything 
into one hour: 

2 Yeah, okay. I find a lot- of the, 
time, the lectures that•lastfor 
two hours are .... it would be 

. very much better if you only had 
one hour to write it in. 	. 

6 Right. 

2 Because it's tiring and people . who 
are listening hear the same thing 
ove r and over again. 

One hour.all talking or movies or 
•what? 

3  The  movies are great. It breaks 
the monotony. 	. 

6 Right. 	 . 

3 ,The MI; thing:about Architecture 
students is Monday morning we  have 
something like 5 hours straight, ay? 
And that really helps to 	 

(Unclear) 

3 Yeah. 

6 How about two one hours-then? Because 
you're going to have to have 4 hours . 
a week one way or the other. 

2 Yeah, then you staort into the , 
problem of rescheduling. 

1 Yeah, 

6 Start into the problem of what?' 

2 Rescheduling. 

Ob yeah, but this is, 1 mean, fur 
next year. 

.2 For next year. 

You know, they'll schedule it in. 



There's no tie between the lectures and 
the group. Do you findthat? 

6 And It's a real farce, becaus e . 
 we're not cemmunicating. Because 

hoW,can you communicate with 200 
people? 

3 .Right. . Well it's not a complete 
farce. It's useful ay? Like 

- anything else -, you need a little ,  
bit of theory to go along with de 
rest of it. Myself, 	like to 
see a littke bit more ofthe 
type that,we do,in the groups. 

4 Like are your groups organized? 
Like ,do you go in and there's 
somebody..:. 	• 

6 Oh very organized. 

4 Like we go in and the guy... 
weil what do you want to tal k . 
about, today? or what do you want 
to do? 

Yeah. 

4 They should have something set up. 
• I mean 	• . 

2 No 	 

3 No, we just sit in there and talk 
about whatever• we want to talk about. 
That way everybody gets involved. 

6 I think - •we all found it hardto 
. àjust to at first,.because when 
we were in high school everything • 
was fed to us. When you're just 
given two hours to do what you 	. 

. want; you have no idea what you . - 
.want to do. We foUnd that.. I 
mean, I >found that in our group 
at the beginning of the year . 
We were expecting our group leader 
...,(unclear- sound) to , glve us 
a schedule of what we were  coing  
to do. And I mean that's not his 
position, that's not what he's 
supposed to db. And we just had 
to  adj  ust  to it.....(unclear), 

. but we're getting along really well 
now. You know 
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Well then you say.one hour and then  let 's 
 say you half of the time  for lecture and • 

the other half for a movie ? , They can't.... 
that's the problem some of the movies are 
so long that you have .to  have  the extra 

time. 	So.... 

Well - it would invelVe rescheduling .... 

they've go'Ld.:..„(unclear - poor sound)... 

Yeah. 

They've got every lectùre covered  about the  
>content of each lecture. Well when next 
sumffier comes they'll just have to-restructure. 
the whole thing. • I mean gear it towards - two • 

one-hour lectures a week. And they can 	 
(unclear) move it into that. It's just 
that you-  start on Tuesday and continue on 
1hursday or whatever.' Start on Monday, 

- continue on Wednesday. 

3. I wonder if it's  set  up that we have to have 
•two hours of lectures and then two hours 
of discussion, 

6 One hour lecture, 3 hour discussion? 

3 Yeah or an hour and a half or two end a. half. 
, 	• 

6 No I mean....(unclear - sound) 	• 
' When you think of Journalism as a.group you 

don't get anything out of the lecture. 

3  No,  • not really. I just go to 
because 	 

6 Yeah, right. 

Or else 	That's our fault. I think. No 
it's true. We doh't.... I mean,- I don't thin 
	 (unclear).. I mean, we just don't.... ' 

I mean in the lectures they just tell you... 
Well Gley .. inform you the ways to 
coMmunicate, and yet,iit's a communications' 
course and you  don' t.  really communicate in 
the lectures.either. You just Listen—. 
(unclear - sound)- 	 It's a was4e. 

3 Yeah, We're really just sitting there and 
they're supposed ,to tell us how we're 
supposed to be communicating. You know? 

the lectures 
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5 About the Architecture students taking 	S YOah. 
• the Course. 	It's. probably one of the bigger. 	. 

• enrolment courses, so we get a chance to 	5 That's pretty simple. , 
aveet soMe  of. the  other  people in  the school. 	 . 

' wAnd  it's good in that respect. And similarly 2 (unclear) .  
you,  get to meet some strange types. It's 	. 
too bad everybody sits together. But . at least 3- Well .you have-to drill it home.. They 
the groups are -almost Constituted •so that  the)' 	do make a few attempts• here and' there, 

',: . don't.get...:-Well'not'all•architects and not 	but I think• you have . tà  drill  it home 
. all journalists.' The  Only ondother thing... 	a little bit more than . they do. 	• 
minor thing here is that in groups... like the 	 . , 	. 
audio visual groups, within a larger group, 	, 1 That it is an introduction. • . 	. 
they shouldn't be allowed to •be composed of 	. 	 . 
more than one architect. Because.... 	3 No, that it's not Journalism in first 

year. It  isn't Journalism in-the first . 	. 	. 
1 Yeah,-that's good because we.had a whole- 
. group of architects in One group and everyone 	whatever 	 
of them -knew about film. 

2 (unclear) 
5 Yeah. That's poor. 

1 Yeah. 

5 So that's a Minor thing that could be .... 
But for architects being in the course. I 
don't think they detract from •it and a lot 1 Yeah.. : 
of us wonder what It's about,  but  I find it 
very  good. 	. 	 3 —You know. 

1 think as far as the JoUrnalism students  are 5 We're doing well for a change. - 
concerned, I think Carleton hastOt been doing 
they're homework too well in making them under-2 (mumbling) . 
stand what first year is about. Because they 
make a big thing'about.. 	4 Do you remember amy ,otheriecommendations? 

We had about five or six. 
Yeah. 

5 Yeah: 

year, at all, period. It's Arts or 

3 ... With kind of an,interesting course 
. in messing around with human . 
- communications. Which you  cap  take 

even if you're not'a Journalism.student. 

3 	getting into the School of Journalism. And 
how your' marks have to'be so and so. And-
therds a ten to one ratio of applicants : 
who are acCepted and so on. So you think 
you're going into a big thing,•whereas 

• really your first year, you're-just going 
in for arts. 

I Right. 

3 And the second - year where you're really .  
•going in fàr JoUrnalism. 

5 And It's not too hard to... The how in 
that case is not toc difficult. Just explain 

AnLtU the beginning. 	And explain in the 
gledmissibn brochures or whatever the hell 

they are.  

2 Oh there was something abat having' 
:discussion groups right after the lectures. 

I Yeah,'So the lecture was still fresh . • 
in your.minde Some way to get either 
the lectures . smaller or the lectures 
shorter,• so that we coUld get a: 
discussion period in. Remember at 
the beginnirm of the year  the'  used 
to have time for discussions and 

.1 don't know -, nowetheY -stick either 
a half hour film.at  the end or else 
the lecture keeps going on until 11:30. 

5 But really, from the standpoint of 
other people's time... Although,some 
people  -have interesting theories and 
— e . 



1 I've done it. Weve done it. RemembeT 
we've done it. I asked some questions 
about the lecture, and people just sit. 
-there and go duh.... 

2. Yeah, well a lot of people... It's 
not because they haven't been. It's 

• just because they don't feel like 
answering the questions. 

Yeah. 

3 Because a lot of those kids do go. -  
I was surprised that some of them did 
go because they were so apathetici,but. 
a lot of those kids,do go to the 
lectures. There's very few people who 

•don't go to at least every other. 	• 
week or ... 	• 

Did you go on Tuesday? 

3 Yeah I did. First time since September . 

Ha, ha. 

1 Holy Toledo. I haven't been for 
three . weeks. 

4 Well I have a question. Well, if 
you're going to university. Well 

- obviously, you know, you want to go. 
So why don't you go to lectures? 
I mean even if they're not so good. 
I mean you're:paying for them. It's 

- not like high school where it's 
compulsory. 

1 -  Right, okay. .But if yoU have six 
hours staight of classes on Monday, 

- sometimes it's nice to take a break. 
But still, I don't know, I've just 
found that Patrick.McFadden's lectures 
I didn't like. So I just quit going 
to his  lectures. 
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... summaries and things like that. 	Like . 
in that last  film, I find I get more from 

film than  I do Èrom -qUestions and . answers. 

Yeah, yeah. 

1 	so it's not worthwhile. 

3.  Sure a lot of people do, they just 
don't open their• mouths. You ask; 
you ask... 

5 And as has been said, and I think it's 
very good, Karen-said this a• number of 
times,  if  you go, up . there, they'll talk 
with you. Willa is good. So you get ' 
the answers then. And if you're intereSted 
then your fine. . But if you ask in the 

. class and you.take everybody else's time, 

1 Yeah, that's true. 

4 Yeah, like Patrick McFadden mentioned 
getting reprints of his three lectures. 
SC), you know, I went in and got them, and 
uh... you know, we didn't talk for long ' 
about it, but we did a little bit,  but' if 
I wanted to we could have - sat down and talked. 
Oh, well.they're willing I think. Especially 
... well they all are. 	don't know if that's 

- a how. I don't know if that's really what 	- 
they're looking for. 

1 	1 Yeah, but then I think,•well sometimes.... 

i
l e Well a lecture, like they give us . It 

would be.good to have,some interpretation, :  • . and not you just going in and talking to 
1 	

a lecturer. But I think like a group 
interpretation, because I'd like to hear 
what other people.- - 	. 

S But 	 
. 	 • 	. . 	 . 

.:' 

	

	2 But there are other people in the course 
that you know that yOu can talk to,. 

1 Not really. Not people who go to the 
lectures. 

2 Because I wouldn't want to have a discussion 
- group right after the lecture.. 

1 I don't mean a discussion group. Not a 
structured discussion group. But either in . 

 our groups, or after the lecture. Because 
I'm usually interested in the questions 
people have to ask, 	. 	. 

No. Well we do to a certain 'extent. 	But 
not  malt)'  people go to the lectures. So.. 

- 4 'Yeah, but maybe he has something to 
Don't you usually discuss it in your groups? 	•say. 'Didn't yoU 	 
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